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Home Arts, 2008. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer
Service! Summary: TABLE OF CONTENTSIntroductionThe Collection: Bracelets Quarry Polished
tablets of patterned jade and agate alternate with carnelian beads in tomato red and tangerine on
this 30s-style bracelet.Starburst Glittering crystal beads in grass green and sky blue are dispersed
"willy-nilly" on short, spiky strands of filament on this playful cuff bracelet made of memory
wire.Pastel Cloud A frothy "tangle" of crocheted silver wire holds plump pearls in a sweet confection
of pastel colors on this cuff bracelet with a pretty toggle clasp.Liquid Gold Precise rows of highly
polished gold nuggets are stitched together using the peyote method to make this languid
wristband of glowing perfection.Necklaces Willow Branch Spindly branches made of wire are tightly
wrapped with fine gold wire and accented by delicate coral and jade "buds" on this collar-style
necklace.Sunrise Faceted carnelian beads in orange are interspersed with pairs of smaller pale-
green beads and accented by graceful pendants made of teardrops on this necklace with a 30s-style
sensibility.Ruby Drop An oversized, irregularly cut ruby is accented by a silver bead-and-rod stem
and threaded onto a leather necklace on this choker-style necklace.Floating Pearls A scattering...
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ReviewsReviews

I just started out reading this ebook. It is rally exciting throgh reading through time. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Leonie Collins-- Leonie Collins

Very helpful to all of group of men and women. It can be writter in easy terms instead of confusing. You will like how the writer write this book.
-- Dr . Da r en Mitchell PhD-- Dr . Da r en Mitchell PhD
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